1. In the history of the NFL database, there is only one team that played ten games in a single season in which they had more penalty yards than rushing yards. Name the team and the season.
   a) Detroit Lions, 1995
   b) San Diego Chargers, 1999
   c) Cleveland Browns, 2003
   d) Arizona Cardinals, 2005
   e) Jacksonville Jaguars, 2014

2. Which NFL team is the only one that has not won a single game that was tied at the half over the last ten seasons?
   a) New England Patriots
   b) Cleveland Browns
   c) New Orleans Saints
   d) Buffalo Bills
   e) Philadelphia Eagles

3. In the history of the database, what is the highest number of turnovers a team has committed in three straight games within the same season?
   a) 15
   b) 16
   c) 17
   d) 18
   e) 19

4. Which team was the last to have a game with negative rushing yards?
   a) Chargers
   b) Patriots
   c) Broncos
   d) Lions
   e) Jaguars

5. Which is the only NFL team that is undefeated in the history of the database (28-0 straight up), as a home favorite vs a team that has averaged less than 280 yards of offense per game season-to-date?
   a) Cowboys
   b) Falcons
   c) Saints
   d) Eagles
   e) Patriots

6. Since 2002, there has been only one team that is below 500 when outgaining their opponent. Name this team.
   a) Lions
   b) Rams
   c) Browns
   d) Cardinals
   e) Jets

7. Which divisional rivalry contains a 23-0 straight up record at home?
   a) Packers hosting Lions
   b) Steelers hosting Browns
   c) Colts over Texans
   d) Patriots over Bills
   e) Broncos over Raiders

8. What QB is undefeated in his career vs any team that has lost three straight?
   a) Peyton Manning
   b) Russell Wilson
   c) Drew Brees
   d) Tom Brady
   e) Alex Smith

9. In the history of the database, what is the most number of yards by which a team has been outgained in a win?
   a) 322
   b) 342
   c) 362
   d) 382
   e) 402

10. In the history of the database, what is the largest number of rushing yards that a team had in a loss?
    a) 265
    b) 285
    c) 315
    d) 335
    e) 355
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